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Jurat M.G. Lucas 
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Michael John Halickyj 

David Alfred Peter Bougourd 
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Leslie Sutcliffe • Second Defendant 

Inter IsJand Construction Limited Third Defendant 

Advocate D.F. Le Quesne for the Plaintiff 
Advocate J.C.K.H. Valpy for the First Defendant 

Advocate P.C. Sine! for the Second Defendant 
Advocate J.C.K.H. Valpy for the Third Defendant 

March l~th 1985, was a bright clear day. At about 7.30 in the morning 

of that day a stream of cars was driving along the Victoria Avenue dual 

carriageway in the direction of St. Aubin. In that stream of cars was a black 

saloon car (no more is known about it than that), an Alfa Romeo JJI549 driven 

by Mr. Arsene Jules Henri Anger (who was at one time a party to this action 

but against whom action was discontinued on the 26th August, 1988), a Renault 

14 J23228 driven by the Plaintiff and a Mitsubishl caravanette J6875& driven by 

the Second Defendant. Some way ahead of this stream of cars was another car 

driven by a Miss Mary Gilchrist (now Mrs. Cartwright). 

It should be explained that the layout of that part of Victoria Avenue 

between the Rue du Galet on the land side and the Old Station Cafe on the sea 

side is not n9w as it was then.. fn 198.5, there was a traffic island in what is 

now the west-bound outside lane transforming the dual carriageway for a short 

distance into a single lane. Traffic turning into Rue du Galet was channeled 
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At one stage the stream of traffic. to which we referred was not in a 

single line. The Plaintiff had come from West Park onto Victoria Avenue and 

remained in the outside lane for some time... Mr.. Anger and the Second 

Defendant were in the inside lane. At the First Tower traffic lights the 

situation remained the same but at some stage between the First Tower traffic 

lights and the Rue du Galet junction the Plaintiff pulled into the inside lane 

between the car driven by Mr. Anger and the caravanette driven by the Second 
• 

Defendant. 

The Plaintiff told the Court that he had· to do this as the traffic island 

was some two to three hundred yards ahead and had he stayed in the outside 

lane in his words "he would have been trapped". He told us that when he pulled 

in there was plenty of room between the car in front and the caravanette 

behind. He said that the Second Defendant's caravanette was "a long way 

behind him". He was emphatic that it did not flash its lights nor sound its 

horn .. 

The Second Defendant gave the Court a different version of this 

particular incident. He told us that Mr. Anger's car was some eighty yards in 

front of him when the Plaintiff's car overtook. He thought the Plaintiff was 

eventually going to turn right into the Rue du Galet. He said that the Plaintiff 

pulled in too close to the caravanette and he flashed his lights. He did not 

apply his brakes but felt in any event that the Plaintiff's car was pulling away 

from him. 

There is no doubt in the Court's mind that had that scenario remained as 

we have described it, nothing further would have happened. The file of three 

cars and a caravanette would have continued towards St. Aubin · and Mrs. 

Cartwright's car would have turned right across the east-bound carriageway 
' 

into the R~e du Galet. 

morning. The Plaintiff at the time '!'as. worki~g as a P.ainter, for_ !lone;,;. and .was._. . .. 
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semi-retired and working part-time at the Airport. He had made a delivery in 

St. Helier and was driving back home to St. Brelade. The Court, of course, had 

no knowledge of the owner of the black car who was never traced. The 

Plaintiff told the Court that he was sure that in fact there was no black car 

but P.C. McMillan (and his evidence was not contradicted) was certain that 

both the Plaintiff and Mr. Anger mentioned the black car at some time. The 

First Defendant (and we shall deal with his evidence shortly) also mentioned a 

black car. We are satisfied that the black car was not a figment of 

imagination .. 

All the drivers who gave evidence (including of course the First 

Deiendant) were experienced drivers with '*d.ean11 driving licences .. 

As always in a case such as this there now arises a complete conflict of 

evidence~ Thls entirely centres around the activities that morning of a Ford 

cargo lorry J3599J driven by David Alfred Peter Bougourd (the First Defendant) 

in the course of his employment with Inter Island Construction Limited (the 

Third Defendant). 

Let us examine Mr. Bougourd's evidence. 

The Ford cargo tipper lorry weighed 7 tons and had a 41/2 ton load and a 

workmen's hut loaded on board. There was a double seat in the front cab. The 

First Defendant was driving the lorry and was accompanied in the cab by two 

workmates,. The First Defendant had driven the lorry along the inner road, 

collected a newspaper as he did every morning and then turned on to the Rue 

du Galet to continue his journey west-bound to St. Brelade's Bay. He told us 

that he saw Mrs. Cartwright's car which flashed its lights to allow him through. 

In any. event he was emphatic that he had priority over that car. He slowed 

down at the yellow line, and in second gear, at a sloiv speed, he crossed the 
I 

east-bound carriageway and turned, in One operation, into· the 'Wet;t:boln1(f"'outer 

lane. He had seen the stream of cars coming aJong from St .. HeJier but, as a 
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He explained to the Court that a heavily laden lorry going even at a 

slow speed would heel over. It would take a Jot for a lorry to topple over even 

on a camber such as existed near the traffic island.. The noise of a lorry 

grinding in second gear would often give the impression of speed to the 

uninitiated. As the lorry completed its manoeuvre, the First Defendant heard 

the nsqueal of brakes11 • He knew it was the black car which he had seen as he 

came out of the Rue du Galet but there was no collision. He had excellent 

views through his large wing mirrors. He noticed nothing" further.. He 

continued towards St. Aubin followed by the black car. 

All of this was corroborated by a statement made some six days after 

the incident to P.C. McMillan. There the First Defendant:-

"! came down Rue du Galet up to this yellow (sic) at Victoria 

Avenue 1 I was doing 2mph.. Victoria A venue was dear in order for me to cross 

safely to the filter lane, going west. Looking to. the left as 1 crossed, I saw a 

dark coloured car approaching on the inner lane. [ saw him when he was a~t 

150 to 200 yards away. As I straightened up along the outer filter lane, l heard 

a squeal of brakes.. I looked in my mirror and I couldn 1t see him, possibly due 

to the angle he was at. l was straight, and I had not encroached on the inner 

lane. There were two other people in the cab, Mr. Patrick Devaney and Mr. D. 

O'Leary. They said he (the person in the car) must have thought I was going to 

go across his path, but I didn't. I had a 3 to If ton load and a workers' hut. I 

couldn't have been travelling at more than 10 to 15 miles per hour because the 

lorr-y would not accelerate that quickly." 

The evidence of the other witnesses could not be more diametrically 

opposed. We must briefly summarise it. 

Mrs. Cartwright, a nurse setting off to work at Sandybi'otik Hospit<il and 

accompanied by a colleague, said that she saw the lorry approaching the yellow 

", "liriecat Rue du Galet at quite a fast speed':'i'It'.di!fcnl)t;JstoJ>&()utfalPit'i::J'il~iJ~<"\1~~~' 
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east-bound carriageway it seemed to be shaking as if it might topple over. She 
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was adamant that the lorry was travelling too fast. She then heard the 

squealing of brakes and the sounds of collision. Commendably she pulled over 

to the Rue du Galet and her colleague went across the road to see if anyone 

was injured~ 

The Second Defendant also saw the lorry exit from the Rue de Galet. 

He saw the lorry "lurch overn as it passed the traffic island. He thought that 

it had hit the central kerbing. Its near side wheels went over into the inside 
• 

lane a couple of feet - but no more than a yard before .it corrected itself. He 

thought ·that for a short time it. was out of control. He would certainly have 

brak.ed had he been nearer to the lorry - he thought that there was a risk of it 

turning over. 

The Plaintiff also saw the lorry come out of Rue du Galet. He was 

certain that it did not stop at the yellow line. He thought it was driving at 

twenty to twenty-five miles per hour. It lurched as it passed the traffic island 

and the Plaintiff formed the clear impression that it had hit the traffic island. 

The situation seemed to him to be quite dangerous and the lorry was driving 

There is no doubt that what happened thereafter is a classic example 

"shunt-type" accident. 

The black car swerved and braked but continued. Mr. Anger braked and 

stopped. The Plaintiff braked and stopped. The Second Defendant braked but 

was unable to prevent the caravanette (which is a comparatively heavy vehicle) 

from ramming the Plaintiff's car and driving it inte Mr. Anger's car. The 

Plaintiff sustained injury. 

I 

·The Court is askM today to establish liability (if any) leaving the parties 

to agree damages and failing agreement to refer the issue back to the Court 
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The Court was taken in some detail through provisions of the Jersey and 

the "United Kingdom Highway Code 11
.. lt is not necessary for the Court to 

repeat any of the illustrations given except perhaps to note the useful guidance 

of Lord Denning in Qualcast (Wolverhampton) Ltd. -v- Haynes (1959) 2 AJl E.R. 

page 3& at page 44, where he said (the facts are not relevant): 

"In the present case, the only proposition of law that was relevant 

was the weil-known proposition - with its threefold subdivision - that it is the 

du~y of a master to take reasonabJe care for the safe.ty of his workmen.. No 

question arose of that proposition. The question that did arise was this: What 

did reasonable care demand of the employers in this particular case? That is 

not a question of law at all but a question of fact. To solve it, the tribunal of 

fact - be it judge or jury - can take into account any proposition of good sense 

that is relevant in the circumstances, but it must beware not to treat lt as a 

proposition of law. I may perhaps draw an analogy from the Highway Code. lt 

contains many propositions of good sense which may be taken into account in 

considering whether reasonable care has been taken, but it would be a mistake 

to elevate them into propositions oi Jaw. 11 

We entirely agree with that proposition. 

Mr. Valpy in his very forceful and able argument asked the Court to 

consider whether the First Defendant owed any duty of care at all to the 

Plaintiff. His argument was clear. While every user of the highway be he in a 

Jorry, a motor car or on a bicycle, owes a duty of care to other road users, the 

First Defendant did not fall into that category- He was too far removed from 

the collision to owe a duty of care to the Plaintiff. His lorry collided with 

no-one - and in fact both the driver of the black car and Mr. Anger also 

collided with no-one. Any negligence lay firmly with the Plaintiff by "cutting 
I 

in" and with· the Second Defendant by driving too fast and too dose to the 

Plaintiff's car. 
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The Court entirely rejects that submission. The Court has no doubt that 

the cause of the accident was the driving of the First Defendant. The Court 

does not accept hjs version of the events but prefers the remarkably similar 

version of the other witnesses~ He drove too fast and without taking any 

reasonable consideration for the safety of other drivers. 

The Court has carefully considered all the authorities put to us by 

• 
learned Counsel. It has done so because there must now fall to be considered 

the question of whether or not the Second Defenda.nt participated in the 

negligence and if so, in what proportion. The Court does so in this context not 

to decide who had the last opportunity of avoiding the mischief but whose act 

caused the harm. The Court is clear that this is a case where it must apply 

apportionment if it finds that the Second Defendant's actions were mixed up 

with the state of things brought about by the First Defendant's proven 

negligence (for which, of course, the Third Defendant is vicariously liable as his 

employer). 

The Court has much sympathy with the Second Defendant. His replies to 

questions were candid and, as far as the Court is concerned, truthful. 

We do not,. however, accept that he could not have slowed down once the 

Plaintiff had pulled in (and we prefer that expression rather than "cut in") 

between his caravanette and the car driven by Mr. Anger. He freely admitted 

that the Plaintiff had been ln front of him for five or six seconds~ He also saw 

all of the incident from the time that the lorry left the Rue du Galet. The 

Court feels that he had time to allow himself a safe braking distance before he 

was compelled to take emergency action. 

In the circumstances we apportion blame as to 90% to the First 

Defendant and I 0% to the Second Defendant. 
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